Enabling clearance predictions to emerge from in silico actions of quasi-autonomous hepatocyte components.
We demonstrate the feasibility of using in silico hepatocyte cultures (ISHCs) to provide predictions of the intrinsic clearance (CL) of compounds in hepatocyte cultures. We compare results with predictions obtained using a multiple linear regression method. Our expectation is that the method can be extended to predict in vivo clearance of new compounds in humans. Within ISHCs, mobile "compounds" carry information describing referent compound properties. We used an iterative refinement protocol for ISHC refinement and development of parameterization methods. Quasi-autonomous "hepatocytes" and their components (including "transporters" and "enzymes") use a small, event-specific subset of compound properties to decide how to interact with encountered compounds each simulation cycle. The probability of occurrence for each event is specified by a rule that uses a subset of compound properties known to influence that event in vitro. ISHC experiments mimic in vitro counterparts. In silico clearance is measured the same as in vitro clearance and is used to predict a corresponding CL value. For 39 of 73 compounds having calculated CL S.D.s, 79% of ISHC predictions and 23% of regression predictions were within CL ± 2 S.D. For all 73 compounds, 38% of ISHC predictions and 32% of regression predictions were within a factor of 2 of the referent CL values. ISHC details during simulations stand as a mechanistic hypothesis of how clearance phenomena emerge during in vitro experiments.